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An Israeli wounded during the attack arrived at a hospital in Beersheba, Israel, on Thursday. Bulgaria flew dozens
of Israeli tourists back home.

A deadly attack targeting Israeli tourists in Bulgaria

appears to have been the work of a suicide bomber,
who detonated his explosives, killing six people and
himself. Josh Mitnick has details on The News Hub.
Photo: AFP/GettyImages.
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Israel Says Iran Behind Deadly Blast in

Europe

 Video: The CCTV footage on YouTube

By GORDON FAIRCLOUGH in Prague, JOSHUA MITNICK in Tel Aviv, and FARNAZ FASSIHI in Beirut

A deadly attack targeting Israeli tourists in a Bulgarian resort city

was the work of a suicide bomber dressed as a vacationer,

authorities said Thursday.

Bulgarian investigators released images of the man they believe

triggered the blast that were recorded by security cameras before

the attack. The footage showed a man in a blue T-shirt, plaid

shorts and sneakers, wearing a large back pack and carrying

what appears to be another, smaller bag.

The suspect's face was obscured by a hat, dark glasses and long

hair as he mingled with travelers in the airport terminal in the

Black Sea city of Burgas. At about 5:30 p.m. local time

Wednesday the bomber detonated his explosives as Israeli

tourists, newly arrived from Tel Aviv, were boarding buses

outside the arrivals hall. The identity of the bomber and his

nationality remained unknown Thursday night, authorities said.

Israel reiterated its earlier accusation that Iran was behind the

blast, which killed five Israelis, a Bulgarian and the bomber, and

on Thursday alleged that it was carried out by agents of Tehran's

ally Hezbollah, a Shiite militant group.

Israeli leaders said it was the latest in a series of coordinated

plots aimed at Israelis around the world and pledged to track down and punish the culprits.

No group claimed responsibility for the Burgas attack, the deadliest against Israelis overseas since 2004, when

12 Israelis were killed in Egypt. Iran denied involvement.

U.S. officials said they were working with counterparts in Bulgaria and Israel to investigate the Burgas blast and

assign blame, but made clear they share Israel's suspicion of Iran and its allies in the attack. "I would note as a

general principle Hezbollah has backed, and Iran has backed, terrorist actions against innocent people in third

countries," White House spokesman Jay Carney said Thursday.

President Barack Obama, speaking Thursday night at a campaign event in Florida, called the bombing a

"ruthless terrorist attack" and condemned it as "barbaric."

"Obviously this is a moment of great uncertainty in the Middle East given what's happening in Syria and what's

happening in other places," Mr. Obama said. "So now's the time to make sure we are doing everything we can to

protect Israel's security."

The attack came at an awkward time for an Israeli government beset by the defection this week of a coalition

partner and watching with mounting unease as fighting escalates in neighboring Syria, raising the risk that

chemical weapons and missiles could end up in Hezbollah's hands.

Israel, along with the U.S. and other Western nations are also locked in a long-running struggle with Iran over Tehran's nuclear ambitions in which the West has

imposed increasingly tight sanctions. Analysts said that the Bulgaria strike could be part of a shadow war involving Iran and Israel.

Five Iranian nuclear scientists have been assassinated since 2010 in attacks that Iran blames on Israel. Israel has said it won't confirm or deny its involvement.

Cyberattacks have also been made against Iran's nuclear facilities and oil ministry. Iran has said the Israel and the U.S. are responsible.

U.S. officials in turn have said they suspect Iran's Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps was behind plots uncovered in Cyprus and Kenya recently aimed at Israeli

and Western targets, saying they represent attempted retaliation by Iran.

"For more than one year, Iran and its proxy, Hezbollah have been waging a global terror campaign," Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said Thursday.

"The attack yesterday in Bulgaria was carried out by Hezbollah, the long arm of Iran."

Iranian state media said Israel's allegations were part of "a ridiculous scenario" against the Islamic Republic and its allies. Iranian media reported that the

Bulgaria attack was the work of Israel itself.

Some Iran watchers cautioned against making rushed conclusions without hard evidence. Tensions are high in the region and some worried that the Bulgaria

attack could heighten military tension between Iran and Israel.

Dow Jone

Bulgaria Blames Suicide Bomber
Suspect in Attackon Israeli Tourists Seen on Video, Officials Say; Israel Reiterates Iran Link, as Tehran Denies Involvement










































































































